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Is it really nearing the end of 2020 already?!  Despite the fact that many of us 
have been quarantined for much of the year, it has flown by.  As you begin to 
venture out into the current, everchanging ‘now’ normal - any ideas what the 
eventual ‘new’ normal will look like? -  we hope you will stop in and see our 
exciting new BERNINA products and our new classroom.  We’d love to show you 
the new generation of Overlockers/Sergers and the newest, smaller Q series sit 
down model of quilters, the Q 16, that have just been unveiled.  

Our new classroom has been designed to safely host up to 4 ‘sew’-cially distanced 
people for lots of individual attention.  Look for classes to begin on a regular 
schedule in October, including a ‘Learn to Sew ‘series for kids and special holiday 
events.  Follow us on Facebook and Instagram for the latest happenings and 

specials.      You’ll be Sew Happy you did!  

 

Foot #43 can also be used 
when stitching straight-stitch 
machine embroidery designs. 
The cord is stitched in the 
shape of the design, giving a 
textured look and feel to 
your embroidery.  

 

Accessories that Work 

you to follow any pattern or design. Free-motion couching done on your sewing machine is the same as with any free-motion 
technique. After placing stabilizer or batting behind your fabric to have a solid foundation on which to stitch, move the fabric 
back and forth and side to side (feed dogs down!) at a consistent speed to control the stitch length.  

 

And not to leave out the quilters, foot #43 is compatible with 
the BERNINA Longarm Machine.  Now that’s an accessory 
that works!  

 

 Free-motion couching is a way to add color and texture  
 to any project by stitching cords, yarns, ribbons, or braids 
  up to 2 mm wide onto fabric. Foot #43 is the free-motion  
 couching foot that works with all BERNINA models and allows  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 10 am – 2 pm 
 

October 

➢ 10/6 

➢ 10/13  

➢ 10/20 

 

November 

➢ 11/10 

➢ 11/17 

 

December 

➢ 12/1 

➢ 12/8 

➢ 12/15 

The beginning of 2020 was to be the debut of a full schedule of classes for sewists, machine embroiderers, and quilters.  Then just as we 

were ready to gear up – COVID-19!!  Well, we’ve made some changes to the store and have included a larger, private classroom that 

can accommodate up to 4 people (plus the instructor) under current CDC guidelines.  Beginning the first week of October, we will offer 

Thursday classes exploring different aspects of machine embroidery plus a special 3 part ‘Learn to Sew’ series for kids, ages 10+.  

 On Tuesdays we’d like to invite you to bring your projects and join us to Sit and Stitch.  Bring your machine 

or use ours and drop in anytime between 10 am – 2 pm.  Bring a lunch if you’d like.  We’ll be available to 

help with questions and perhaps introduce you to some new accessories to make your projects easier and 

more creative. No current project?...no problem!  Each month we’ll have a project that we’ll donate to a 

local charity. 

 

Sub-Zero Missions 

https://subzeromission.org/ 

 

Women Safe 

https://womensafe.org/ 

 

Christmas gifts to be donated to 
local nursing homes and family 
services 

Instructor, Debbie McNany is a seasoned veteran Sewist who 
comes from a longline of talented family crafters & 
sewers.  Debbie’s love of sewing began at the age of nine under the 
influence of her mother and grandmother, also sewists, and her 
father who made his living as an upholsterer.  
 
Over the years Debbie’s love of sewing has continued to flourish 
along with her sewing skillset and mastery of various tips & 
techniques on all things sewing. Her unique ability to foster this 
passion in others is demonstrated through her own children’s 
sewing & crafting enthusiasm. We are blessed to have Debbie 
share the joy of sewing & her expertise with our customers at Pine 
Ridge Sewing Machines.   
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  October 15 9 am – 11 am   or 
 2 pm – 4 pm 

 

ITH Pumpkin Coaster 

 

Create this adorable in-the-hoop coaster for 
fall – no hand sewing required! 
 
Cost: $35  
Includes pattern and materials    

 

https://womensafe.org/


October 8 2 pm – 4 pm   or 
October 22 6 pm – 8 pm 
November 5 
 

Learn to Sew: Kids! 

 
This 3-part learn to sew series is intended for kids, ages 10+.  No 
previous sewing experience or sewing machine required.  In the 
first class learn how to safely operate a BERNINA 4 series 
machine by creating a simple bookmark.  The second class will 
focus on pattern reading and layout while continuing to practice 
basic sewing skills by creating a drink koozie.  The last class will 
end with a completed pair of pajama pants just in time to curl up 
with a book and hot cocoa on a cozy winter evening. 
 
Cost: $75 
Pattern included, will need to purchase fabric for PJ’s. 
 
 

Class size limited to 4 people 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

continued 

November 12 9 am – 11 am   or 
 2 pm – 4 pm 

 

ITH Scissors Holder 

 
Get ready for the holidays!  What could be better for your 

favorite sewist than a basket full of her favorite notions and a 

handcrafted pouch for her favorite scissors.  This project is 

done entirely in the large oval hoop with minimal hand sewing 

required.  There is no doubt these are SEWING scissors! Fabric 

only, please! 

Cost: $35 
Patterns and supplies included 
 November 19 9 am – 11 am   or 

  2 pm – 4 pm 

 

Embroidered Dish Towel 

 
Learn the secret of embroidering on napped 

fabrics while creating a holiday themed dish 

towel just in time for gift giving.  Pair it with a 

quilted potholder (see 12/3 class) for the perfect 

hostess gift!  Choice of design 

Cost: $35 
Pattern and supplies included 
 

Class size limited to 4 

  

 

What do you do with your BERNINA?… 

We’re always looking for new ideas for projects and classes.  What you would like to see in class offering?   Post a 
picture of your completed BERNINA project on Instagram, #pineridgesewing, for 10% off a specialty presser foot! 
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December 10 9 am – 11 am   or 
 2 pm – 4 pm 
 

ITH Christmas Coaster 

 

Add this cute Christmas coaster to a cup of 
cocoa for a quick, last minute gift. – no 
hand sewing required.  We’ve shown it in 
one color, but you can use your own choice 
of colors and make it bold and bright 
 
Cost: $35  
Pattern and supplies included 

 

 

 

December 17 9 am – 11 am   or 
 2 pm – 4 pm 
 

ITH Gift Card Holder 

A repeat of this popular class just in 
time to add a handcrafted touch to 
that holiday gift card! 

Cost: $35  
Pattern and supplies included 

continued 

For a limited time only 

BUY ONE BERNINA, 

GET ONE FREE! 

 

PLUS a FREE Gift Package. 
Total value over $5,000. 

GREAT 

CHRISTMAS 

GIFTS! 

December 3 9 am – 11 am   or 
 2 pm – 4 pm 

 

Quilted ITH Potholder 

 

Yes, you can use your home embroidery machine to quilt large and small 
projects—it is ABSOLUTELY possible!  In this repeat class, join us to piece a 
potholder using a fast, simple, and foolproof method and then quilt it using 
your embroidery module and built in designs.  
 
Cost: $35  
Pattern and supplies included 
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THREE STITCH PLATES FOR BETTER STITCHES  

 

Before diving into the details of what the stitch plate does, 
here are a few things to keep in mind.  

• As the needle enters the fabric, it first pushes on the 
fabric until it finds a way through creating a 
depression (think crater). This cratering effect is 
magnified especially when sewing with a blunt 
needle or near a cut edge of the fabric.  

• The faster the machine runs, the harder the needle 
hits the fabric often creating a deeper crater.  A wide 
needle hole on your stitch plate allows more fabric 
to be pulled into the hole.  Needle plates address 
this potential problem by restricting the needle hole 
opening.  

The stitch plate’s key attribute is the type and size of hole 
for the needle to travel through and the resulting support 
it provides to the fabric. While BERNINA has three types of 
stitch plates, you will get the best results by using the 
stitch plate with the smallest needle hole size for your 
project.  

Straight Stitch Plate (0 mm)  

The Straight Stitch Plate is used for machine embroidery 
and is great for precise seams on fine and delicate fabrics 
(sheers, batiste, georgette, charmeuse, chiffon, etc.).   

The small hole leaves very little gap space around the 
needle, so the fabric doesn’t have a chance to crater and 
dip into the hole. So, the finest fabrics don’t get ‘eaten up’ 
by the machine (a term we all understand!).  For quilters, 
using a fine sharp needle (e.g. Jeans 70 or 80) and a 
Straight Stitch Plate means precise seam lines.  While this 
plate is available for all Bernina machines, it is an optional 
accessory for some models and must be purchased 
separately.  

Your sewing machine goes through a set of motions to move the fabric along 
while making the needle poke a nice hole through the fabric, delivering a 
thread to the underside which will be intertwined with the bobbin thread by 
the hook.  Assuming we have the right type and size of needle for the fabric 
and thread, we should be able to sew along without a glitch. However under 
the fabric, the stitch plate plays a crucial role providing a platform to support 
the fabric while the feed dog, presser foot and needle all do their thing.   

 
5.5 mm Stitch Plate  

This plate comes standard with all machines that have a 
maximum stitch width of 5.5 mm allowing the sewist to 
stitch all practical and decorative stitches up to their 
maximum width. For machines that are capable of a 9 mm 
stitch width, an optional 5.5 mm stitch plate helps better 
support the fabric when the actual stitch is less than 9 mm 
wide, as when overcasting an edge.  Also use this plate 
when using a presser foot that only allows a maximum 
stitch width of 5.5 mm such as Overlock foot #2A, 
Blindstitch foot #5, or Cording feet #22/25.  
 

9 mm Stitch Plate  

This plate comes as standard with all machines that have a 
maximum stitch width of 9 mm, enabling maximum 
stitching width possibilities of decorative stitches and 
alphabets that pop.  However, the wider 9 mm opening 
means the fabric support is further from the center needle 
position. If your fabric is delicate enough to be pushed 
into the stitch plate opening, either use a stabilizer under 
the fabric or a narrower stitch plate (0 or 5 mm) for basic 
seaming.  
 
TIP: For perfect decorative stitches that track beautifully 
on your project, place a layer of tear-away stabilizer under 
your fabric.  

 A note of CAUTION:  Remember to change the stitch 
plate selection in your Stitch Plate Security Program every 
time you change your stitch plate to avoid broken needles 
and damage to your machine.  

 

L 890: THE REVOLUTIONARY 

OVERLOCK / COVERSTITCH COMBO 

Come in or call for details 
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For quilters there has always been great debate over the definition of a “perfect 1/4 inch” 
seam. Regardless of your definition, you will always get the best stitch by using a Straight 
Stitch (0 mm) plate.  Change the stitch plate and, if your machine has a security program, 
be sure to select the straight stitch throat plate to avoid breaking needles. Take note of the 
markings on the plate locating the small ¼” mark visible in front of the foot.  

 

THE IMPORTANCE OF A PERFECT QUARTER INCH SEAM  

 

Place the edges of the fabric pieces together. Place the fabric under the foot so the edges are 
just covering the single hole in the throat plate. The edges of fabric that will form your seam 
should be just inside the quarter inch mark on the throat plate in front of the foot.  
As long as you can see that mark and you haven’t covered it with fabric, you will be stitching 
the perfect scant quarter inch.  
 

TIP:  Don’t watch the side of the foot when guiding the fabric; watch the ¼” mark on the 
throat plate in front of the foot.  

 

Because the thread used to sew the seam actually lives in the seam and takes up a little room, you need to make the seam 
slightly less than ¼”. You have probably heard references to a “scant quarter.” The “perfect quarter inch” seam is actually 
sewn as a “perfect scant quarter inch” seam.  

 

Check out the newest additions to the BERNINA family… 

Stop in and give our new L850 and L890 Overlockers a test drive.  Try your hand at free motion quilting with the 
new smaller Q 16.   Put them on your wish list for easy holiday shopping for the important people in your life! 

 

Missing out on a longarm machine while still struggling to 
squeeze a large quilt through the small throat of your domestic 
machine, all because of a limited space in your sewing room?  
Not anymore!  We have the perfect solution.   

Meet the BERNINA Q 16.  It’s the longarm machine made for 
quilters who need more quilting space.  It has more throat 
space than your domestic, a spacious 16 inches.  Pair it with a 
foldable, height-adjustable table and the Q 16 meets and 
exceeds all your small space, big quilting needs. 

• BERNINA QUALITY AT A GREAT PRICE 

• SPACIOUS 16” WORKSPACE 

• BUILT-IN BERNINA STITCH REGULATOR 

• TABLE AND CABINET OPTIONS 

The longarm quilting machine made for your space 
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What is Embroidery Stabilizer? 
You have probably seen embroidery backings before on embroidered shirts you have worn. It's the piece of fabric behind the 
stitches that provides support during the embroidery process. Backings are typically wet-laid nonwovens, meaning they are 
made up of random fibers held together by a binder. The non-directional nature of nonwoven backings makes them strong 
and stable for use as embroidery stabilizers. It's important to use nonwovens designed for machine embroidery.  You may 
read on the internet people advocating the use of strange things like coffee filters, newspaper and, paper towels as a backing. 
These products can break up during embroidery causing excessive lint in your bobbin cases and machine parts. 

 

STABILIZER:  CHOOSING THE CORRECT BACKING 

 For those with new embroidery machines, choosing the correct stabilizer for 
the job is one of the more important decisions you make when starting an 
embroidery job. Proper stabilization is the base for excellent embroidery. 
Don't skimp on backings, but also do not over stabilize. Do not get in to the 
habit of solving stabilization problems by adding in additional layers of 
backing - choose the correct stabilizer for the job from the start. 

 

What are the Different Types of Embroidery Backing? 
There are 3 major types of embroidery stabilizers: Cut Away, Tear Away, and Water 
Soluble. Most backings are available in different weights, usually advertised as ounces per 
square yd. The heavier the backing, the more stability it usually provides. Most stabilizers 
come in many different weights, types and sizes in both pre-cut sheets and on rolls. 

• Cut Away Backings -  provide the most stability and stay on the garment helping to 
keep it stable after being embroidered. With a cut away backing, after you are finished 
embroidering, you cut away excess backing close to the design and the rest stays on 
the fabric. For beginner embroiderers, a cutaway is recommended for most unstable 
fabrics and anything you are going to wear. Cut aways are inherently more stable and 
will be more forgiving with some of the mistakes you make when new and starting out 
with machine embroidery. They are a great choice for stretchy knits and polyester 
performance shirts because they prevent the embroidered designs from stretching 
with repeat wear and washing. 

• Tear Away Backings -  are removed, or torn away, from the fabric after embroidery. 
They are generally less stable than cut aways and are used for light support on less 
stretchy fabrics and items where the back may be visible, like towels and linens. With 
tear away stabilizers, the backing is torn away when you are finished with embroidery. 
Tear away can also be used in conjunction with a cut away to provide additional 
support during embroidery without adding additional bulk to the finished garment. 

• Water Soluble Stabilizers -  dissolve when immersed in water. There are two types of 
water-soluble stabilizers (WSS), a film type (like plastic wrap) and a nonwoven fabric 
type.  All WSS is used on the back on items where you need the backing to 100% 
disappear, like free standing lace applications.  Nonwoven WSS is hooped and used on 
the back of the item.  The film type WSS is a topper, used on the top of the 
embroidered item generally for napped fabric like towels and fleece to keep the 

stitches from sinking down into the nap.  Remember, this backing dissolves in water, so 
if you use it as a regular stabilizer you will lose stabilization under the stitches once it 
rinses away. 

 Where do I Start? 
As a beginner, it's best to stock up on small rolls of several different backings until you figure out what works best for you.  
I recommend always doing a test stitch.  We carry a full line OESD stabilizer products.  You can always bring your projects 
and questions in, and we’ll do our best to help make your work stitch perfect! 
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https://allstitch.com/collections/cut-away-machine-embroidery-stabilizers-embroidery-backings
https://allstitch.com/collections/tear-away-backings
https://allstitch.com/collections/water-soluble-stabilizers-for-machine-embroidery


 
 

  

  

Pine Ridge Sewing Machines 

7031 State Rte 322 

Windsor, OH 44099 

ADDRESS 
7031 State Rte 322 
Windsor, OH 44099 

PHONE: 
440-272-5310 

E-MAIL: 
Andrew@pineridgesewing.com 

 

 

We’re on the Web! 
 

Visit us at: 
Pineridgesewing.com 

 


